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DSD INSTRUCTOR 2.0 



What does being a DSD Instructor mean? 

The DSD Instructors are a group of Dentists who share their deep knowledge of the DSD Concept and passion for 

teaching and sharing information. They have mastered all the aspects of DSD, implementing them in their daily 
clinical work and have also proven their exceptional communication and educational skills before obtaining the 

status of DSD Instructor. 

Being a DSD Instructor enables you to host 

official DSD courses, making your students 

DSD Members.  
 

You also get a lot of benefits while using 

DSD Services and Software, and can make 

money by introducing other people to the 

DSD Concept and Implementation Services. 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

1. DSD INSTRUCTOR BRAND & DSD LOGO 
 

You will be able to use the exclusive DSD Instructor Logo 
for your own promotional and educational activities. 

 

You will get a printed and signed DSD Instructor Certificate 
acknowledging your status. 

 

You will also be able to use the DSD Logo for Educational 
purposes only, in your presentations and Lectures. 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

2. OFFICIAL DSD COURSES 
 

As a DSD Instructor you can organize and  

teach official DSD Courses that grant your  

students the status of DSD Member. 
 

You will receive the official DSD Lecturing Kit 
and regular updates.  

 

Your courses must contain the whole theoretical  

content about the DSD Concept and how to  

implement it in a Dental Clinic, and also a Smile  

Design Hands-on where students can learn how  

to do this by themselves. 

 

DSD Instructor courses must also teach how to  

use the DSD Planning Center, and its online tool, and how the DSD Software works. 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

3. DSD PROMOTION FOR YOUR COURSES 
 

DSD will promote your Official DSD Courses  
in all our Media: 

 

a) DSD Website: DSD Instructor course calendar 
 

b) DSD Social Media: Posting every DSD Course 
 

c) Re-posting all the informative posts you publish  
during or after the course (non-commercial posts) 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

4. DSD INSTRUCTOR PERSONAL PROMOTION 
 

DSD will also promote you as a DSD Instructor: 
 

a) DSD Instructors Web Page (coming soon!) 

 

b) DSD Website: World Map 
 

c) DSD Website: Our Team page 
 

d) DSD Social Media: We will announce every new 

DSD Instructor 
 

e) DSD Social Media: Every month we will promote some 

of the most active or successful DSD Instructors 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

6. MATERIALS TO HELP YOU PROMOTE YOUR COURSES 
 

 

a) Social Media Posts announcing your courses 
 

b) Web & Social media Banners 
 

c) Flyers that you can easily adapt and print 
 

d) Magazine Ads Template 
 

e) Posters and other graphic elements for promotion 
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Example of a  

DSD Magazine Ad 



Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

7. DISCOUNTS ON DSD SERVICES AND PRODUCTS 
 

As a DSD Instructor you will enjoy discounts: 
 

a) DSD Planning Center 

b) DSD Software 

c) Official DSD Courses 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

8. DSD REFERRAL SYSTEM 
 

When your students start using our DSD Services, Courses 

or Products, you will get a commission from: 
 

a) DSD Planning Center: a commission from the 
Services purchased 

 

b) DSD Software: a commission from the price of the 
Software 

 

c) Official DSD Courses: a commission from the price of 
the Course 
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Benefits of being a DSD Instructor 

9. DSD ANNUAL SUMMIT 
 

In 2017 we will celebrate our 1st DSD ANNUAL SUMMIT 

where DSD Instructors will be able to meet, share and 

learn all the News from DSD. 

 

We will also share these days with hundreds of DSD 

Masters and Members from different parts of the world. 

 

Keep an eye on news about our Summit! 
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How to become a DSD Instructor 

1. BECOME A DSD MEMBER 
By attending one of the official DSD Courses + Hands-on 

 

2. BECOME A DSD MASTER 
By summiting 3 full cases performed following the DSD 

Concept and Protocols for our approval (Cost: $2.000) 

 

3. BECOME A DSD INSTRUCTOR 
You have to do the following: 
a) Apply as a DSD Instructor 
b) Attend the DSD Residency 1&2 (if you haven´t already) 

c) Send the CV with emphasis on lecturing experience 
d) Record a 15-20 minute lecture on DSD and send us the video 
for evaluation 
 
If all the above are approved then the candidate will come as 

a guest to one of our DSD courses and give a 15-20 minute 
lecture about how DSD impacted their practice.  
If approved then will become a DSD Instructor. 
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Financial Agreement and Rules 

All DSD Instructors must sign the new collaboration contract with DSD. 

 

The DSD Instructor will pay DSD the sum of ONE HUNDRED EUROS* (€100) for each student validly enrolled in his/her 

course. To retain the status of DSD Instructor they must enroll at least 50 students per year. 

 

A minimum price for the public must be decided with DSD if another instructor is performing DSD Courses within the 

same area. 

 

The DSD Instructor will deal with the course financial directly, not involving DSD. 

 

The totality of the costs incurred for delivering the courses shall be at the expense of the DSD Instructor. 

 

DSD Instructors must use and promote the Services of DSD Planning Center and the DSD Software. 

 

Every promotional material used by a DSD Instructor including the DSD or DSD Instructor logos must be sent to DSD 

Marketing for approval. 
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Financial Agreement and Rules 

The DSD Instructor shall pay the corresponding amount for each course delivered within thirty days of completion of 

the course. When the aforesaid amount has been paid, DSD shall send the digital certificates to the students that 

have successfully completed the course. 

 

At the conclusion of the twelve-month term of the contract, the amount that remains outstanding in order to satisfy 

the guaranteed annual minimum fee of five thousand Euros (€5,000) shall be paid to DSD, in the event that the 

aforesaid amount has not been reached through the payments made in respect of all of the courses delivered within 

the year period.  
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